"We commissioned i2c to perform some camera installations to replace older out of date equipment that had been installed by another company. We met with the owner of the company and one of the salesmen. During the meeting we discussed various options regarding the installation. The owner of i2c was extremely knowledgeable and came up with an excellent design that we had not originally considered. The installation crew and tech personnel did an excellent job, even working in some poor unexpected weather that popped up. I recommend i2c for any camera needs you may have."

Jeff Thieman | Lieutenant | Toledo Police Dept. | Toledo, OH
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Video Surveillance Cameras

License Plate Recognition (LPR) Cameras
Sturdy, high performance cameras with built-in analytics that capture license plate data in real-time and can compare or add a vehicle to a pre-defined database or watch list. When a vehicle on a watch list passes by, the LPR cameras will take appropriate action such as generating alerts and tagging video of the vehicle captured on other cameras on the network.

Street-Level Surveillance Cameras
Rugged, weather-resistant and impact-resistant Ultra HD cameras provide optimal clarity and outstanding video quality in both strong and poor light conditions. Camera options can include built-in microphone, infrared illuminators, thermal imaging, and pan, tilt, zoom (PTZ) capabilities.

Tactical Camera Kits for Law Enforcement

QT400 Tactical Camera Kit
A valuable tool in your investigative arsenal; the QT400 Tactical Camera Kit is a versatile, compact camera system for indoor, outdoor and onboard surveillance applications. The ability to rapidly deploy up to four discreet HD cameras makes the QT400 ideal for covert surveillance and drop car operations. The entire system fits neatly in a rugged case for easy transport and deployment.

Choose from three QT400 packages or customize your own kit.

Body Cameras

Axis Body Worn Cameras
The world’s most flexible body worn camera system with an open architecture that integrates with existing software systems. It captures video up to 1080p at 30fps and audio through dual microphones for superior noise suppression and an internal storage of 64GB, which is enough to cover a full shift in full HD resolution.

*24X optical PTZ camera upgrade is available for all models

Deployable Pole Camera Units

Complete video surveillance systems enclosed in rugged, portable housings that easily attach to a utility pole or building and require only 110 VAC for power. Each unit features high-definition cameras, an advanced 4G LTE cellular data modem for live monitoring and remote camera control, and an onboard PC for 24/7 recording and a bandwidth-friendly performance. A cost-effective solution for monitoring high crime areas and public events in real-time, capturing high-definition video evidence, and gaining situational awareness for each operation.

VX400 Covert Deployable Pole Camera System
High-tech yet low-key, the VX400 Covert Deployable Pole Camera System is a complete HD video surveillance system hidden in a rugged covert housing that resembles a power transformer. It easily mounts on a standard utility pole and features an AXIS 10X optical PTZ camera*.

The camera provides both the zoomed-in detail and the broad overview that law enforcement needs for hot-spot surveillance and event monitoring. It features a continuous 360° pan that lets you easily follow moving objects and outstanding light-sensitivity for high-quality video even in low light.

VPMax Customizable Pole Mounted Camera Unit
The VPMax Customizable Pole Mounted Camera System is the swiss army knife of deployable surveillance systems and is a complete HD video surveillance system in a rugged housing that is easily deployed. The system supports a variety of camera configurations, an advanced 4G LTE cellular data modem for live monitoring and remote camera control, and an onboard PC featuring Axis Camera Station for 24/7 recording, fast retrieval of key video, and a bandwidth-friendly performance.

VPMini Pole Camera Unit
The VPMini Pole Mounted Camera System provides a cost-effective, deployable pole camera system in a small discrete package. The VPMini easily mounts on a utility pole or building. The system supports a wide variety of camera configurations, an advanced 4G LTE cellular data modem, and an onboard PC featuring Axis Camera Station for 24/7 recording, fast retrieval of key video, and a bandwidth-friendly performance.

About i2c Technologies

i2c Technologies is a leading supplier of deployable surveillance camera solutions for law enforcement, utilities, and government with hundreds of units in use throughout the U.S. We also design customized video surveillance units - just tell us your needs and we can build a unit to your specifications.

Every purchase includes remote set-up and configuration by our U.S. based tech support team and a full one-year warranty which covers all parts, support and software updates. Affordable extended service agreements are available to keep your system like new.

Intelligent Surveillance Solutions for Law Enforcement

Choose from three QT400 packages or customize your own kit.

NDAA Compliant: Every i2c video surveillance solution utilizes cameras that comply with the 2019 NDAA and are approved for use in U.S. government facilities and applications.

DUNS: 78-658-6060
CAGE: 7PRQ1
Ohio STS: 800475

*24X optical PTZ camera upgrade is available for all models